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Summary 

The focus of the group is to explore the molecular basis that underline neurological disorders associated 
to aquaporin´s (AQP) dysfunction in the Central Nervous System (CNS). 
To explore the presence of AQPs in the CNS and understand the role they may have in pathological 
situations such as hydrocephalus, cerebral edemas and neuromyelitis optica (NMO). 
Moreover, we are interested in studying the role that AQPs have in cellular proliferation, growth, and 
migration. To that goal we use animal models, human cell cultures and samples of human biopsies of 
different tumors and other abnormal proliferative processes. 
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 Cell-based assays for detection of antibodies anti-AQP4, anti-AQP1, and anti-MOG  

Description: protocol for detection of IgG-anti-AQP4/AQP1 and MOG  by immunohistochemistry cell-based assays. 

Potential applications: Diagnosis method for NMO in house, rapid, high sensitive, quantitative and cheap. 

 

 In Vivo Experimental and Genetic Hydrocephalus Models  

Description: A Hydrocephalic hyh Mice, and Knock-out animals of AQP-1, AQP-4 and double knock-out (AQP1(-/-), AQP4 (-

/-). 

Potential applications: Study of the pathology of hydrocephalus. In vivo assays for drug testing. 
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 AQP-1, AQP-3 and AQP-5 overexpression cell lines 

Description: Stable expression clones of AQP-1, AQP-3 and AQP-5. 

Potential applications: Analysis of different cellular roles of these proteins. 

 

 Serum´s collection of demyelinating pathologies 

Description: Access to a large number of serum samples from patients with demyelinating pathologies, specially enlarge in 

multiple sclerosis and neuromyelitis optica syndrome disorder (NMOSD). 

Potential applications: Validation of diagnostic kits, preclinical non-regulatory assays of nre treatments for demyelinating 

pathologies. 

 

 Cerebrospinal fluid´s collection of hydrocephalus and associated pathologies 

Description: Access to a large number of cerebrospinal fluid samples from patients with hydrocephalus and associated 

pathologies. 

Potential applications: Validation of diagnostic kits, preclinical non-regulatory assays of nre treatments for demyelinating 

pathologies and new possible biomarkers. 

  

 Analysis of Promoter activity by luciferase expression 

Description: Renilla and Fire-Fly luciferase reporter vectors for analysis of Promoter activity. 

Potential applications: Gene regulation studies of large variety of proteins. 

 

 Cellular localization studies 

Description: Full length cDNA plasmids of more human and rat AQPs, for functional expression and link to GFP for cellular 

location. 

Potential applications: cellular targeting analysis in distinct cellular models. 

 

 

 


